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4.2 Security Requirements 
[Editor’s note: These requirements are copied from TS 23.xxx v0.1.0 for the first version of this TR, and shall be 
reviewed and updated according to the input from the preceding sections] 

• Legacy WLAN terminals should be supported. 

• Minimal impact on the user equipment, i.e. client software. 

• The need for operators to administer and maintain end user SW should be minimized 

• Existing UICC cards should be supported.  

• Changes in the HSS/HLR/AuC should be minimized. 

• The security data, i.e. long-term keys, which are stored on the UICCcard must not be sent from the card itself. 
Instead the interface to the UICC card should be of type challenge-response, i.e. a challenge is sent to the UICC 
card and a response is received in return. 

• The subscriber should have at least the same security level for WLAN access as for his current cellular access 
subscription (i.e. GSM or UMTS) 

• Mutual Authentication shall be supported for GSM and UMTS subscribers 

• The selected Authentication solution should also allow for Authorisation 

• Methods for key distribution to the WLAN access NW shall be supported 

• For UMTS subscribers, the selected WLAN authentication mechanisms for 3GPP interworking shall provide at 
least the same security as 3GPP System authentication procedure. For GSM subscribers, the selected WLAN 
authentication mechanisms for 3GPP interworking shall provide at least the same security as the GSM system 
authentication procedure 

• Subsequent WLAN re-authentication shall not compromise the requirement for 3GPP/GSM System equivalent 
security 

• Selected WLAN Authentication mechanisms for 3GPP interworking shall support agreement of session keying 
material. 

• Selected WLAN key agreement and key distribution mechanism shall be secure against man in the middle 
attacks. In other words, a man in the middle shall not be able to learn the session key material. 

• The WLAN technology specific connection between the WLAN UE and WLAN AN shall be able to utilise the 
generated keying material for protecting the integrity of an authenticated connection 

• It shall be possible to store all long-term security credentials used for subscriber and network authentication in a 
tamper resistant memory such as the UICC card. 

� Any secret keys used in WLAN AAA servers for the generation of pseudonyms should be infeasible to recover 
(even for an attacker that has available a number of matching permanent identities and pseudonyms). 

� Given a pseudonym (or even a number of correlated pseudonyms), it should be infeasible for an attacker to 
recover the corresponding permanent identity. 

� It should be infeasible for an attacker to determine whether or not two pseudonyms correspond to the same 
permanent identity. 

� It should be infeasible for an attacker to generate a valid pseudonym (irrespective of the underlying permanent 
identity). 

� It should be infeasible for an attacker to generate a valid pseudonym corresponding to a given permanent 
identity. 

Next modified section 
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5.1.4 User Identity Privacy 

User identity privacy (Anonimity) is used to avoid sending the cleartext permanent subscriber identity (NAI) and make 
the subscriber's connections unlinkable to eavesdroppers. 

User identity privacy is based on temporary identities, or pseudonyms. The procedures for distributing, using and 
updating temporary identities are described  in ref. [4] and [5]. Support of this feature is mandatory for 
implementations, but optional for use. 

The AAA server generates and delivers the pseudonym to the UE as part of the authentication process. The UE shall not 
interpret the pseudonym, it will just use the received identifier at the next authentication. Pseudonyms are not stored in 
any node in the network. Clause 6.4 describes a mechanism that allows the home network to include the user's identity 
(IMSI) encrypted within the pseudonym.  

To avoid user traceability, the user should not be identified for a long period by means of the same temporary identity. 
On the other hand, the AAA server should maintain at least two pseudonyms in case the UE fails to receive the new one 
issued from the AAA server. The mechanism described in Clause 6.4 also includes facilities to maintain a number of 
"active" pseudonyms. 

If identity privacy is used but the AAA server cannot identify the user by its pseudonym, the AAA server requests the 
user to send its permanent identity.  This represents a breach in the provision of user identity privacy. It is a matter of 
the operator's security policy whether to allow clients to accept requests from the network to send the cleartext 
permanent identity. 

Next modified section 

6.4 Temporary identity management 

6.4.1 Pseudonym Generation 

Pseudonyms are generated as some form of encrypted IMSI. Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in Electronic 
Codebook (ECB) mode of operation with 128-bit keys is used for this purpose. 

In order to encrypt with AES in ECB mode, it is necessary that the length of the clear text is a multiple of 16 octets. 
This clear text is formed as follows: 

1. A Compressed IMSI is created utilising 4 bits to represent each digit of the IMSI. According to [TS23.003], the 
length of the IMSI is not more than 15 digits (numerical characters, 0 through 9). The length of the Compressed 
IMSI shall be 64 bits (8 octets), and the most significant bits will be padded by setting all the bits to 1. 

E.g.: IMSI = 214070123456789  (MCC = 214 ; MNC = 07 ; MSIN = 0123456789) 

Compressed IMSI = 0xF2 0x14 0x07 0x01 0x23 0x45 0x67 0x89 

Observe that, at reception of a pseudonym, it is easy to remove the padding of the Compressed IMSI as none of 
the IMSI digits will be represented with 4 bits set to 1. Moreover, a sanity check should be done at reception of a 
pseudonym, by checking that the padding, the MCC and the MNC are correct, and that all characters are digits. 

2. A Padded IMSI is created by concatenating an 8-octet random number to the Compressed IMSI.  

A 128-bit secret key, Kpseu, is used for the encryption. The same secret key must be configured at all the WLAN AAA 
servers in the operator network so that any WLAN AAA server can obtain the permanent identity from a pseudonym 
generated at any other WLAN AAA server (see section 6.4.2). 

The figure below summarises how the Encrypted IMSI is obtained. 
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Once the Encrypted IMSI has been generated, the following fields are concatenated: 

• Encrypted IMSI, so that a AAA server can later obtain the IMSI from the pseudonym. 

• Key Indicator, so that the AAA server that receives the pseudonym can locate the appropriate key to de-
encrypt the Encrypted IMSI. (See section 6.4.2.) 

• Pseudonym Tag, used to mark the identity as a pseudonym. The tag should be different for pseudonyms 
generated for EAP-SIM and for EAP-AKA. 

 

Key
Indicator

Encrypted IMSI

4 bits 128 bits (16 octets)

Tag

6 bits

138 bits
 

The Pseudonym Tag is necessary so that when a WLAN AAA receives a user identity it can determine whether to 
process it as a permanent or a temporary user identity. Moreover, according to EAP-SIM/AKA specifications, when the 
Authenticator node (i.e. the AAA server) receives a temporary user identity from which a permanent user identity 
cannot be successfully obtained, then the permanent user identity must be requested from the WLAN client. As the 
procedure to request the permanent user identity is different in EAP-SIM and EAP-AKA, the Pseudonym Tag must be 
different for EAP-SIM pseudonyms and for EAP-AKA pseudonyms, so that the AAA can determine which procedure 
to follow. 

The last step in the generation of the pseudonym consists on converting the concatenation above to a printable string 
using the BASE64 method described in section 4.3.2.4 of ref. [16]. With this mechanism, each 6-bit group is used as an 
index into an array of 64 printable characters. As the length of the concatenation is 138 bits, the length of the resulting 
pseudonym is 23 characters, and no padding is necessary. Observe that the length of the Pseudonym Tag has been 
chosen to be 6 bits, so that it directly translates into one printable character after applying the transformation. Therefore, 
at reception of a user identity, the AAA server can recognise that it is a pseudonym for EAP-SIM or a pseudonym for 
EAP-AKA without performing any reverse transformation (i.e. without translating any printable character into the 
corresponding 6 bits). 

6.4.2 Key Management 

A 128-bit encryption key shall be used for the generation of pseudonyms for a given period of time determined by the 
operator. Once that time has expired, a new key shall be configured at all the WLAN AAA servers. The old key shall 
not be used any longer for the generation of pseudonyms, but the AAA servers must keep a number of suspended (old) 
keys for the interpretation of received pseudonyms that were generated with those old keys. The number of suspended 
keys kept in the AAA servers (up to 16) should be set by the operator, but it must be at least one, in order to avoid that a 
just-generated pseudonym becomes invalid immediately due to the expiration of the key. 

Each key must have associated a Key Indicator value. This value is included in the pseudonym (see Key Indicator field 
in section 6.4.1), so that when a WLAN AAA receives the pseudonym, it can use the corresponding key for obtaining 
the Padded IMSI (and thence the Username). 

Observe that, if a pseudonym is sent to a WLAN client but then the user does not initiate new authentication attempts 
for a long period of time, the key used for the generation of that pseudonym will eventually be removed from all the 
WLAN AAA servers. If the user initiates an authentication attempt after that time, using that old pseudonym, the 
receiving AAA server will not be able to recognise the pseudonym as a valid one, and it will request the permanent user 
identity from the WLAN client. Thence, in order to achieve that permanent user identities are used as little as possible, 
it is recommended that the encryption key is not renewed very often. 
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The configuration of the keys could be done via O&M, as shown in the figure below. 

 

AAA AAA AAA...

Periodic Key
Generator

O&M Interface

 

Handling of these secret keys, including generation, distribution and storage, should be done in a secure way (out of the 
scope of this proposal). 

6.4.3 Impact on Permanent User Identities 

User identities (permanent or temporary) are sent with the form of a NAI, according to the EAP-SIM/AKA 
specifications, and the maximum length of a NAI that we can expect to be handled correctly by standard equipment is 
72 octets (see ref. [14]). Moreover, this NAI will be transported inside the User-Name attribute of a RADIUS Access-
Request, with standard length up to 63 octets (see ref. [15]). Therefore, it can be assumed that the maximum length of a 
WLAN user identity should be 63 octets (i.e. 63 characters). 

Since the length of the pseudonym proposed in section 6.4.1 is 23 characters, the length of the realm part of any WLAN 
permanent user identity must always be 40 characters or less. This applies regardless of whether the length of the 
username part of the permanent user identity is less than 23 characters. (Note that a WLAN temporary user identity is 
formed as a NAI with the pseudonym as the username part and the same realm part as the permanent user identity.) 

Moreover, the WLAN permanent user identities should not begin with the character resulting of the printable encoding 
transformation (see section 6.4.1) of the Pseudonym Tag used for EAP-SIM and EAP-AKA pseudonyms. This is 
needed so that at reception of a WLAN user identity, the AAA server can determine whether it is a permanent or a 
temporary user identity. 

6.4.4 Acknowledged Limitations 

This mechanism does not prevent forging of pseudonyms generated with keys that are no longer maintained in the AAA 
servers. That is, an attacker may form a pseudonym by concatenating the desired Pseudonym Tag and 132 bits of 
random information, and then applying the printable encoding transformation (see section 6.4.1). At reception of such 
pseudonym in a AAA server, the following cases are possible: 

· The Key Indicator may not correspond to any key (active or suspended) maintained at the AAA server. 

· If the Key Indicator corresponds to any of the keys maintained at the AAA server, then that key is used for the de-
encryption of the Encrypted IMSI, but the sanity check over the padding, the MCC and the MNC would show that the 
IMSI is not correct. 

In any case, the AAA server must interpret that the received pseudonym was generated with a key that is no longer 
available, and therefore it must request the permanent user identity to the WLAN client. 

This could be exploited to perform DoS attacks by initiating a large amount of authentication attempts presenting 
different forged temporary identities. Nonetheless, the consequences of this attack should not be worse than the already 
possible attack of initiating a large amount of authentication attempts presenting different forged permanent identities. 
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